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Stick Tennis App by Stick Sports 
is a Virtual Smash

Ranking #1 in 126 countries for sport gaming apps, Stick Tennis intro-
duces a level of interactivity and competition that makes the challenge all 
that more compelling.  Both avid gamers and lifelong tennis players are 
uniquely drawn to the high-energy thrill of the virtual matches.  

Users can choose from famous avatars with signature court styles, they 
can compete in a variety of tournaments or just practice their skills in Ca-
sual Sets mode.  The Daily Challenge presents a new, high-profile match 
every day of the week based on real world matches and gamers can win 
trophies.  Syncing up with real-life tennis tournaments, the game gives 
players the enhanced experience of professional competition.  Players 
are ranked against each other on frequently updated leaderboards.  The 
Friends Challenge allows gamers to play against the same opponent to 
see whose performance is superior.  

Now Android* Users Can Power Up the Exhilarating Stick 
Tennis Excitement

Lightweight, responsive Android* tablets let the addictive competition 
travel anywhere.  High-speed Internet enables users compare their stats 
and the sharp, high-resolution screen enhances the realistic gaming expe-
rience even more.  

Now Available for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
 
The worldwide following of the Stick Tennis application is no wonder; the game delivers the magnetic intensity of 
a real tennis tournament for both competitors and spectators.  Designed to simulate the real physics of gravity and 
movement, the game rewards nimble responses and individual technique.  

Features of Stick Tennis  
for Intel Atom Tablets for 
Android*
  
  • Crystal Clear Graphics
  • Realistic Animation
  • Over 70 World Class Avatars
  • Five Different Competitive 
     Modes
  • Interactive Function 
  • Sync with Real-world 
     Tournaments



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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The champions of professional tennis, weren’t born; they were built.  The Stick Tennis app challenges the gamers of 
the world to take their virtual skills to the next level on their powerful, high-performance Android* tablets.  

Stick Tennis is available for immediate download on Google Play. 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=air.com.sticksports.sticktennis&hl=en_US


